President Biden endorsed a compromise June 24 from a bipartisan group of 10 senators, led by Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio) and Sen. Kyrsten Sinema (D-Ariz.), that would provide $973 billion over five years, including $579 billion* in new spending, for the nation’s physical infrastructure assets, including all modes of transportation, water systems, water storage, power grids and broadband networks.

Significant investments would also be made in improving the resiliency of these assets and remediating environmental contamination sites. The framework includes a list of sources that could be used to generate some of the prescribed new spending, which notably does not include any increases to taxes or transportation user fees.

“We are encouraged that President Biden and lawmakers from both political parties are a step closer to addressing major infrastructure across America,” NACo Executive Director Matt Chase said. “The framework laid out in the bipartisan compromise on an infrastructure package would help counties rebuild our nation’s infrastructure and economy.”

“Counties play a major role in maintaining critical infrastructure,” he noted. “We own 44 percent of the nation’s road
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Nearly 2,000 NACo members will convene both in-person and online for policy steering committee meetings, workshops, panel discussions and small-group networking at the Gaylord National Harbor Hotel and Conference Center in Prince George’s County, Md., located about 10 miles from NACo’s office near Capitol Hill.
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New wildfire detection system uses artificial intelligence to identify fire location
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ology to provide real-time intelligence that detects, verifies and classifies wildfire events.

The goals of the project are to provide actionable information regarding smoke column conditions, fire rate of spread and a fire’s behavior.

The system uses a standard visual camera with some near-infrared capability to look for smoke and changes in smoke patterns. This not only identifies if there’s a potential fire, but also where the fire is located.

“IT’s using artificial intelligence algorithms to do that,” Krueger said.

The county has 10 communication sites on mountaintops ranging from 9,000 to 12,000 feet in altitude.

“Integrating the Pano cameras along with our county communication infrastructure just seems like a logical next step for wildfires,” Krueger said.

He said the launch of the pilot project is in response to an overall trend throughout western states, where counties are seeing increased dry conditions and damaging wildfires.

Pitkin County is currently experiencing a drought after a heat wave and below average snowpack from last winter.

“We’re just seeing an explosion in wildfires in terms of number but also in terms of size,” he said.

Pitkin County implemented Stage 1 fire restrictions because of the extreme drought conditions.

“That’s the earliest we’ve gone into Stage 1 fire restrictions that I’ve seen since living here,” Krueger said.

Counties throughout the Midwest and West are experiencing unprecedented drought conditions as wildfire season approaches.

According to the U.S. Drought Monitor, counties in New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon and Washington are experiencing “Exceptional Drought” conditions, the worst on the scale.

Oregon Gov. Kate Brown (D) declared a drought emergency in Klamath County due to the severe drought conditions.

“We’re having domestic wells go dry. We have no water for most of our irrigation projects for agriculture,” Klamath County Commissioner Donnie Boyd said.

Boyd said the county and other agencies throughout the state are concerned about fire conditions within the Klamath Basin as well as in the rest of Oregon and western region of the United States.

“It’s the worst I’ve seen for 30 years,” Boyd said.

The state is looking for additional funding to help with wells that are affected by the drought and aid the agriculture and ranching industries, according to Boyd.

With droughts come wildfires, which have already started to spread.

The Telegraph Fire is one of 20 fires active in Arizona and burned nearly 180,000 acres throughout the state as of June 21.

“The Telegraph Fire has been a real ebb and flow kind of situation,” Pinal County Supervisor Stephen Miller said.

“We eventually think we have it close to containment and then all of a sudden the winds come from a different direction and then we’re back down percentage wise.”

Miller said it’s been two weeks since the fire started burning.

“It’s devastating the landscape that’s been scarred by the fire,” he said.

Before the Telegraph Fire started, the county and state of Arizona experienced severe drought conditions. Miller said the monsoon season last year was not as active as normal and there was limited moisture last winter.

“When we have good snow and good rain, when the snow melts, it runs down and goes into the reservoirs. This winter, it snowed, but there was no runoff because the ground would just suck the moisture into the ground so consequently our reservoirs had very little runoff into them this year,” he said.

Miller is eagerly anticipating monsoon season, which starts in July.

“I hope we get a real active year to help squash some of these dry conditions and allow our men and women to get a handle on these fires,” he said.

However, with the monsoons come erosion, flooding and flash flooding.

“It’s kind of an accumulative problem,” Miller noted. “Just because the fire gets put out then we have another problem in another two months or three months with the watershed. We’ve got some challenges in front of us.”
First Annual Conference since pandemic to be held in Prince George’s County, Md.
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in Washington, D.C. On June 15, NACo staff toured the hotel and conference center to prepare for the conference. “We’re adopting appropriate public health protocols, we’re maximizing our use of the space and we’re making sure this will be a safe, yet fun and interactive experience for everybody,” Chase said.

The Annual Conference will be the association’s first large-scale, in-person conference since the 2020 Legislative Conference held in Washington, D.C. just before in-person meetings were shut down due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic has killed more than 602,000 people, including some county officials and members of their families.

This year’s Annual Conference will take place in Prince George’s County, which is located along the Potomac River, near Washington, D.C. and across the river from Fairfax County, Va. “I would like to thank the chair of the planning committee and the president of NACo for selecting our county to host this important conference. I would also like to thank all of the NACo leadership, staff and members for your hard work over the past year, especially as we dealt with a pandemic that none of us anticipated,” said Prince George’s County Executive Angela Alsobrooks.

After a day of meetings on the first day of the conference, Friday, July 9, attendees will enjoy the Opening Celebration: “Best of Maryland on the Waterfront,” showcasing the county’s finest local specialties, music and traditions, as we say “Welcome back, hon!” in true Maryland style.

At the General Session on Saturday, July 10, NACo and attendees will celebrate frontline workers’ toil against COVID and remember those who lost their lives during the pandemic in a performance by singer John Ondrasik (aka Five for Fighting), whose hits include “Superman” (It’s Not Easy).

The Annual Business Meeting, where delegates from member counties will vote for a new executive leadership team and new policy positions for the American County Platform, will take place Monday, July 12, at 1 p.m.

New this year will be a series of small meetups scheduled throughout the conference, where county officials will have a chance to talk informally one-on-one. On Saturday, July 10, at 7 p.m., county officials from New York and others from the New York State Association of Counties (NYSAC) will discuss their recently published book, “Our Darkest Hours,” about how county officials handled the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. Participants will receive a complimentary copy of the book.

There will be varying degrees of virtual participation, depending on what type of meeting is taking place. Tech support from NACo staff will be available for all participants who need it.

Pocket printed conference guides will be available at the conference and members can also download the NACo Annual Conference app, which will contain all the information you need to know, including a detailed schedule, specific meeting agendas, locations of meetings, exhibitor listing, access to networking with other attendees and more.

If you downloaded a previous Annual Conference app, you need to delete that and search for the new app in your phone’s app store. You will log in with your first and last name and the email address with which you registered.

A NACo exhibit hall will open the first night of the conference, Friday, July 9, from 5-7 p.m., with about 60 exhibitors in attendance this year, showcasing products and services important to counties. The exhibit hall will be open Saturday 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and Sunday 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon. A federal agency expo is set for Monday from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon.

To learn more and register for the conference, visit: NACo.org/Annual
miles and nearly 40 percent of all bridges. We are also in-
olved in the vast majority of public transportation systems
and a third of all public air-
ports.”

“We particularly commend
the president and bipartisan
group of lawmakers for en-
suring the next infrastructure
package will help to bridge the
digital divide, which will in-
crease our economic competi-
tiveness and connect our resi-
dents,” Chase said. “Broadband
connectivity is more important
than ever. Americans in every
corner of the country rely on
high-speed every day, includ-
ing at work, school, at medical
appointments and more.”

Significant investments
would also be made in improv-
ing the resiliency of these as-
sets and remediating environ-
mental contamination sites. The framework includes a list
of sources that could be used to
generate some of the pre-
scribed new spending, which
notably does not include any
increases to taxes or transpor-
tation user fees.

Elements of the Senate’s sur-
face transportation reauthor-
ization, including funding for
roads, bridges, rail and safety
that have been advanced by
their respective committees of
jurisdiction would become a
part of the final package.

The Senate-passed wa-
ter resources bill, S. 914, the
Drinking Water and Wastewa-
ter Infrastructure Act of 2021,
would also be included. While
lawmakers still need to devel-
op the remaining legislative
text, this is a critical first step by
Congress to pass a bipartisan
infrastructure package that has
eluded the immediate prede-
cessors of the current admin-
istration.

The framework would be
paid for, at least in part,
through a variety of tools and
mechanisms, including:
• Utilizing American Rescue
Plan state and local funds for
broadband
• Closing the IRS tax enforce-
ment gap
• Repurposing rejected or un-
used supplemental COVID-19
unemployment insurance re-
liance on the
• Repurposing unused
COVID relief funds from 2020
• Reinstating Superfund fees
for chemicals
• Allowing states to buy and
sell toll credits to generate new
revenue or to use toward match
requirements
• Auctioning the 5G spec-
trum
• Utilizing financing tools,
such as public-private part-
nerships (P3s), private activity
bonds (PABs), direct pay bonds
and asset recycling

Leveraging private sector
investment through P3s, PABs
and other innovative financ-
ing methods is the largest pay-
for, projected by the Repub-
lician release to result in $100
billion.

The deal follows months of
negotiations that yielded little
progress, including with Sen-
ate Environment and Public
Works Committee Ranking
Member Shelley Moore Capi-
to (R-W.Va.). The definition
of infrastructure, an appropriate
level of investment and how
to pay for a package have con-
tinued to divide Democrats
and Republicans in Congress
until this week when the Pres-
ident conceded to a smaller
infrastructure investment with
one condition: It must be in
 tandem with a reconciliation
package that funds the remain-
ing provisions of the American
Jobs Plan.

How this will impact the
eventual fate of the bipartisan
agreement is unclear, though
it could certainly complicate its
path forward if Senate Minority
Leader Mitch McConnell (R-
Ky.) chooses not to endorse the
bipartisan framework to pre-
vent reconciliation.

Jessica Jennings is an associate
legislative director, Transpor-
tation and Infrastructure, in
NACo’s Government Affairs De-
partment.
Supreme Court upholds Affordable Care Act

by Blaire Bryant and Sarah Gimont

The United States Supreme Court dismissed a case June 17 challenging the constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) by a vote of 7-2.

California v. Texas considered whether the individual mandate became unconstitutional when it was repealed in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 and, if so, whether it can be severed from the rest of the ACA.

While the Court did not address these underlying questions, the justices ruled that the plaintiffs in the case — led by Texas — did not have standing to sue.

The ACA’s individual mandate required individuals to obtain health insurance or face a tax penalty. However, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 effectively repealed the individual mandate, reducing the tax penalty from $695 to $0.

This shift led to a challenge from the state of Texas and others who argued that because the mandate was set to zero, it could no longer be considered a tax and was therefore unconstitutional.

The plaintiffs further argued that if the individual mandate was unconstitutional, the rest of the ACA was.

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled last week that Texas and its partners did not have the standing to bring the lawsuit forward, effectively upholding the legal grounds for the law for the third time since its passage in 2010.

County governments are key administrators of the health care safety net and are often providers of last resort for vulnerable populations who gain access to coverage under the ACA. The ACA strengthens the federal, state and local partnerships for the Medicaid program and provides states with the option to expand coverage to low-income adults without children.

Medicaid expansion also helps counties deliver better care for justice-involved individuals, qualifying them for access to necessary treatment and reducing the risk of recidivism.

NACo will continue to work with Congress and the administration to implement and advocate for improvements to the ACA that allow counties to meet the health needs of their residents best.

Blaire Bryant is an associate legislative director and Sarah Gimont is a legislative assistant in NACo’s Government Affairs Department.

The NACo High Performance Leadership Academy is a 12-week, online course that connects your staff with practical leadership training.

THE ACADEMY FOCUSES ON FIVE ESSENTIAL SKILLS:

- LEAD
- ORGANIZE
- COLLABORATE
- DELIVER
- COMMUNICATE

The NACo High Performance Leadership Academy empowers frontline county government professionals with fundamental, practical leadership skills to deliver results for counties and residents.

Find out more at NACo.org/Skills

CN JOB MARKET

COUNTY MANAGER
PITT COUNTY, N.C.
Salary: Salary commensurate with experience
Application deadline: July 30, 2021

The County Manager is appointed by a nine-member Board of County Commissioners. The Manager serves as chief administrator for 22 departments of county government with 1068 full time employees. The county’s annual operating budget is $281 million. Pitt County, designated in 2020 as an All-American County by the National Civic League, is located in the central portion of the Coastal Plain. Pitt County is approximately 90 miles east of Raleigh, NC with a population of 180,742. The City of Greenville, home of East Carolina University, is the county seat.

Minimum qualifications for the job include: Masters’ degree in Public Administration or related field with considerable experience in governmental policy and procedure including thorough knowledge of State law governing County Administration; or an equivalent combination of education, training and experience which provides the required skills, knowledge and abilities. Prefer strong interpersonal and communication skills with broad experience in public finance, personnel administration and commitment to planning.

Pitt County offers a competitive salary and benefits package. Salary is negotiable commensurate with experience.

Send resume, cover letter and salary requirements by July 30, 2021 to: Florida Hardy, Pitt County Human Resources Department, 1717 W. 5th Street, Greenville, NC 27834 or to florida.hardy@pittcountrync.gov.

Pitt County is an Equal Opportunity Employer

HOW TO APPLY: visit us at: www.co.marathon.wi.us
Seemingly every legislator in Arizona found a new interest in 2021: Elections.

“We had far more election legislation introduced than in my 20 years in this job — far more,” said Jennifer Marson, executive director of the Arizona Association of Counties.

“There’s always a legislator who is your go-to person for drunk driving, there’s one who is your go-to person for taxation, we had a couple who were election people but this year, everyone wanted to be known as the person who fixed elections,” she noted. “It’s been an election bonanza.”

One bill proposed ousting the Board of Supervisors and the recorder and barring them from elected office if the live feed of the vote count went down.

Fortunately for counties, few found traction, but the issue wasn’t confined to the Grand Canyon State.

While Arizona’s painstaking audit of Maricopa County’s elections garnered national headlines, there was a canopy of bills in statehouses throughout the country aimed at adjusting county-run elections.

While Arizona officials are safe from election blowback, the Iowa Secretary of State can now fine or remove county auditors if the secretary believes they’ve made a mistake.

“It’s pretty disappointing,” said Bill Peterson, executive director of the Iowa State Association of Counties. “Iowa has had a history of free and fair elections. Our auditors do a great job.”

The Legislature also reduced the absentee ballot timeline for counties and shortened the window for early voting.

North Dakota counties came out unscathed, though, and perhaps better off.

“I think we had 40 different bills that would have done mostly terrible things to our election process and election workers, but I think we came out of it with some improvements, actually,” said Terry Traynor, executive director of the North Dakota Association of Counties.

“A little more time for processing absentee ballots, no changes with the authority of local governments to run elections. The only restriction was being banned from taking funding from a national nonprofit group assisting with voting because of COVID, but only a few counties did that.”

Pennsylvania counties are seeking changes to state law that will improve their ability to administer mail-in ballots, which were first made available to all voters in 2020.

They’re hoping to also ensure they can participate in developing meaningful election law reforms that create positive, effective election policy clarifications moving forward, and craft language that allows counties to implement amendments with suf
 Counties see push and pull from actions by statehouse counterparts
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icient time and appropriate resources to support any new requirements.

During the spring of 2021, Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker signed an omnibus election bill making mail-in balloting and curbside voting a permanent feature of Illinois elections.

The law creates a pilot program requiring all election authorities to establish in 2022 at least one location where anyone in that county or municipality can vote on Election Day and grants permissive authority for county sheriffs to offer ballot booths within county jails. Cook County is currently mandated to do so based upon a law enacted in 2020.

States are exploring more than local control of elections. In Colorado, outcry over housing prices is prompting legislators to scrutinize county land-use practices, fees, inspection and costs.

“We find that the dominant narratives seem to be that local government regulations are creating challenges in affordable housing, and honestly that’s really disappointing,” said Gini Pingenot, director of external affairs for Colorado Counties Inc. “It seems to turn a blind eye to the cost of land, the cost of construction, the profit margin that occurs, the frenzy of the market driving prices up. What people seem to focus on is the infrastructure costs, the direct and indirect services local governments provide.”

Pingenot’s analysis of Colorado counties’ conflict with the legislature over land-use could be extrapolated to other topics in other states.

“The disconnect between local government leadership and citizens who want their community to look a certain way, which is why they have land use and zoning, and then the state legislature and the governor who are more disconnected from the energy that is occurring at the local level,” she said.

“County commissioners are really in sync and having the state legislature insert themselves in some of these really strongly rooted land use practices that come from the community itself over time and create a tension we’re all trying to avoid.”

In some states, counties had to fight back against legislators who thought the American Rescue Plan’s direct funding to counties meant the states could cut back on their revenue sharing.

Wyoming counties have a revenue-sharing agreement with the state legislature exempted, which they fight for every two years, including 2021.

“Our funding incoming is seen by some as a replacement for that funding source,” said Jerimiah Rieman, executive director of the Wyoming County Commissioners Association. “This is not a one-for-one replacement.”

Rural broadband access is among the top priorities for counties in many states, including Texas, where Gov. Greg Abbott (R) signed a bill June 15 that creates a broadband development office to establish a statewide broadband plan.

Just north of Texas, in Arkansas, a House bill there will establish broadband improvement districts.

As always, state restrictions on taxation, or in some cases budgetary control, represents a threat for counties to be able to fund their own operations as they see fit.

In Nebraska, some bills have sought to restrict counties’ control over property taxes, either restricting increases or reducing valuation bases.

Others have targeted inheritance taxes, which are some counties’ only way of building reserves.

A bill signed by Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp (R) restricts a county government from reducing its police department budget by more than 5 percent.

“This is the first time in Georgia that the state has preempted our county governing authorities from having full control over budgeting for county services. This was done for political reasons,” said Dave Willis, executive director of Advancing Georgia’s Counties.

“It was a response to the national ‘defund the police’ movement and several cities that were considering lowering their police department budgets and moving funds to other services like mental health that they believed would have a more positive impact on crime prevention,” he noted.

“When the state interferes with the local budget decisions, it erodes local control and the ability of county commissioners to be responsive to their constituents. We hope the bill does not set a precedent for future legislation where state elected officials disagree with the priorities of local elected officials and thereby try to override the local authority with state law.”

Some counties are primed for big years, though. California’s legislature is aiming for a $12 billion broadband proposal, $8 billion - $12 billion for homelessness and $5 billion for wildfire and drought remediation.

“We’re going to make substantial progress on our top three priorities with dollars we have never seen before,” said CSAC Executive Director Graham Knaus, “because there’s so much money floating around.”

Read more legislative moves on page 12.
On June 16, Iowa Gov. Kim Reynolds (R) signed into law a bill that realigns mental health funding from county property taxes to the state.

The legislation, which includes other tax reduction measures, transfers funding to the state for Iowa’s 14 mental health regions that are made up of Iowa counties.

The legislation provides funding for mental health services from Iowa’s general fund and includes an “incentive growth factor” to potentially allocate additional funds to mental health regions.

As of July 1, 2022, funding for mental health services will be provided by the state. With the change, payments will be paid directly to the mental health regions.

According to Cashman, responses from county officials to the change have been across the board. He said some county officials are content with the change under the new legislation. However, he explained that discussions are currently being held as to whether regional employees will still be considered county employees with this change in funding.

The Southwest Iowa Mental Health and Disability Services building serves nine counties in southwest Iowa.

The legislation is the state’s commitment to properly funding these services.

"Every time the state has made a promise to maintain funding and do so, well it rains some days, and they eventually go back on their word," Cashman said. "We’re not fundamentally opposed to the change in how they fund it, it’s the question of the reliability of the state of Iowa to maintain their promise and their commitment to it."

As one of the very last bills of the legislative session, he said there have also been concerns about the rashness of the bill’s passage.

"There’s a lot of different things that they didn’t consider that we’re basically trying to hash out between the counties and the regions moving forward within this transition year," Cashman said.

Another concern for counties is the lack of funds they will receive in backfill funding for property taxes. Iowa previously passed a tax relief bill on commercial and industrial property taxes that counties would levy and receive a backfilled amount from the state to offset those dollars, which is now being phased out.

Now that mental health funding will no longer be a county responsibility, the shift should offset the dollars counties will no longer receive for commercial and industrial property tax.

Crouch said counties no longer receiving backfill funds will fall back on the taxpayers to fill the discrepancy.

"Did we really save a whole lot? Did we gain a whole lot? I guess that’s a question time will tell," he said. "We’re going to have to come up with money to pay the backfill taxes that the state is not going to so it’s going to be a game of ‘see what happens.’"

One positive outcome of the shift in funding is the possibility for a growth factor for mental health services moving forward, Cashman said. Currently, counties have a cap on the amount of money they can levy on a property tax level. With the state funding these services, there is an opportunity for more funding for mental health in the following years, Cashman said.

“Our major concern, especially during this pandemic, is about our constituents, the need for services, especially because of COVID,” Cashman said. “Mental health has never been magnified more than what we’ve dealt with over the last couple of years now.”
It’s been over a year since the United States declared a public health emergency for the COVID-19 pandemic and as case counts decrease, many states are proposing legislation that reimagines public health officials’ roles during a pandemic.

A recent report by the National Association of City and County Health Officials (NACCHO) found at least 15 state legislatures have passed or are considering legislation that limits the legal authority of public health agencies.

According to the report, legislation ranges from prohibiting mask-wearing to banning the use of quarantine and stripping local governments and health agencies of their abilities to respond to a public health emergency.

NACCHO Chief Executive Officer Lori Tremmel Freeman said the legislation is an “alarming trend.”

“It just is another demonstration of how this pandemic has altered peoples’ views of public health mitigation efforts,” she said.

Certain bills specifically target public health officials on the county level.

One law enacted in Florida allows the governor or legislature to invalidate local measures that may restrict individuals’ rights and place restrictions on local emergency orders.

Another proposed bill in Texas prohibits local governments from issuing orders that close specific businesses or industries and allows the state to terminate such measures.

Freeman described how most of the legislative actions seek to change the authority or introduce additional barriers to public health officials.

“Anytime that happens, you worry for how public health officials in their departments are going to be able to keep their communities safe and healthy,” she said.

Shifting public health authority also creates challenges when rapid decisions are required and when there may not be time to go up the chain of elected officials or local legislators who may not be in session, Freeman said.

“You’re really talking about something as crucial as the difference between life and death in some cases by introducing more time that creates barriers to issuing protective orders and people are at risk,” she said.

In Montana, the legislature enacted a bill that prohibits local boards of health from quarantining individuals who are not sick but are believed to be exposed.

“These are some of the originating public health mitigation measures that might seem simple, but have stood the test of time as working,” Freeman said.

Another bill passed in Ohio limits local boards of health from issuing isolation and quarantine orders, allowing the state department of health to override local decisions.

Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine (R) vetoed the bill, which legislators voted to override.

“[The bill] strikes at the heart of local health departments’ ability to move quickly to protect the public from the most serious emergencies Ohio could face,” DeWine said.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court ruled that local health officers cannot close schools following a lawsuit filed against Public Health Madison and Dane County’s emergency order from August 2020 closing grades 3-12 in public and private schools.

“This decision hinders the ability of local health officers in Wisconsin to prevent and contain public health threats for decades to come,” Public Health Madison and Dane County Director Janel Heinrich said in a statement.

“This ruling impedes our ability to respond to any disease that might impact students, teachers and school staff, and impacts family and friends beyond the walls of the school,” she added.

The state legislature passed one statute that changed the function of the state’s six county health boards.

Out of the 95 counties in the state, six had established and appointed a county health board that had the authority to issue quarantine orders or make certain declarations.

The remaining counties depended upon guidance and directives from the state department of health.

While in some cases the six health boards worked closely with elected county officials,Connor said there were instances of conflict.

“These are some of the originating public health mitigation measures...”

The passed legislation changed the role of the health boards to solely advisory functions where public health officials can make recommendations to elected officials, but do not serve as independent boards that can issue orders.

“They did that to avoid the possibility of a conflict between elected county officials and health professionals who are serving in appointed positions on a board,” Connor said.

With numerous states enacting and proposing legislation limiting public health officials’ authority, Freeman said local health departments are mobilizing to prevent or delay these bills from passing.

“I think that the bottom line here is that the long-term implications of some of these we just don’t feel have been well thought out and they don’t take into account the next public health emergency which will be on our heels,” Freeman said.

Freeman said she anticipates legislative sessions in the fall or spring to include similar legislation.

“I don’t think it’s going to go away as easily as we hope even with the easing of the pandemic,” she said.
Many of the folks walking the halls of Congress in Washington, D.C. were once state legislators or county officials. Those state and local officials who took their places back home just want them to remember one thing: Don’t forget where you came from!

“I remember state legislators telling me, ‘I don’t know what happens to them when they go to Washington, it’s like they go to some class on how to make state officials crazy,’” said National Conference of State Legislatures Executive Director Tim Storey.

“I think state legislators do the same thing for local governments,” he said.

“But they have to work closely together. My general sense is that, across the board, it’s a very strong working relationship. It’s far superior than the federal relationship with the states.”

“When budget times are good, it makes those relationships a lot easier.”

Three ‘mega-impact’ issues

According to Storey, there were three “mega-impact” issues that came into play for state legislatures after the roller-coaster ride that was 2020.

“Twelve months ago, June of 2020, it was such a radically different world than where we are now in terms of policymaking,” he said. “There were at least two mega-impact events with the George Floyd murder and the issues that came about because of that. Of course, the nation’s been dealing with it for two-and-a-half centuries. So, there was that catalyst for a lot of policy discussion and change, much of which got deferred until these sessions.”

“And then of course the health pandemic crisis. And frankly there was a third mega-trend, which was the economy seeming to fall off the cliff. And it did, right? I mean the GDP ground to a halt and unemployment spiked crazily mostly because of the service sector.”

Slamming on the brakes, gunning the accelerator

“So you know states, they slammed on the brakes, like a deer had run in front of the car, in terms of their budgets and state spending,” he said. “It was like, ‘freeze everything.’

They didn’t know what the next six or 12 months would look like. They locked it down. This was before they started to get the big stimulus payments from the federal government.”

“Twelve months ago, the state budgets, which you know, that’s the policy of states is passing the budget — they slammed the brakes on and now, here we are 12 months later and they’re gunning the accelerator. States have sufficient funds to get back to where they were before and to initiate a whole ton of new programs.”

An obvious reason is the large infusion of cash from the federal government, for both states and counties “and that is a huge part of the story,” Storey said. “State revenues have recovered remarkably well. States are seeing revenue growth and they’re mostly sales tax collections. And a lot of that is prompted by the stimulus checks that went out to individual Americans who then spent that money on all manner of consumer goods, staples and larger purchases — appliances and vehicles and recreational vehicles.”

Election legislation grabs headlines

“The election issues have been a major, major item in the news,” Storey noted.

“It’s a big issue. But you know, elections are run by local governments. I noticed in a lot of the election bills, the state is funding everything, regardless. This is the second wave of election change, I don’t want to say reform. On the election bills, the vast majority is on absentee voting rules, tightening requirements for verification, identification, that kind of thing. In some cases, changing the parameters of the hours and the days. It’s happening primarily in GOP states although some Democratic states have also made changes to election laws and expanded mail-in voting and same-day registration. So that’s one of the issues that has a direct impact on local governments.”

Other big news, he noted, has been police accountability — “at least 35 states have done that,” Storey noted.

“And that has a direct impact on local governments.”

For counties with colleges in their midst, the “pay to play” issue, which allows student athletes to receive compensation for their own likenesses, could be a factor in recruitment issues.

California passed such a law in 2019 and 40 other states introduced similar legislation with 19 states passing similar legislation.

While Storey notes that election news often grabs the headlines, there are plenty of other non-divisive issues that state legislators on both sides of the aisle can agree on. Some of those include:

● California revised their licensing laws around fines for barbers and other occupations, associated with COVID.
● Georgia legalized cell phone mounts on dashboards.
● That might seem minor, but there are hundreds if not thousands of these things that get hands down agreement,” Storey said.
● New York started a new program for surplus food to go to food banks and hunger relief organizations.
● Ohio put in a property tax exemption for people with mental health and substance abuse diagnoses.
● Oklahoma increased their state employee benefits substantially.
● Virginia passed housing laws about discriminating against military families.
● Arkansas changed the laws around how local police transport intoxicated people.

“My point is, there are countless bills that get passed unanimously because they’ve been worked out and everybody agrees this is a solution to a problem,” Storey said.

“While you’re going to hear about the divisive culture issues, what really happens, and I’m sure in county governments as well, is there is a whole lot of work that gets done solving problems.”
Legislatures all over the country took a variety of actions affecting county governments, including:

- Many Colorado bills incorporate attention to diversity, equity and inclusion issues.
- In Florida, preemptions of authority to the state and away from local governments were passed primarily in the areas of regulation of occupations and the ability to use a residence as a business and local authority over fuel or energy.
- Rural electric cooperatives have been given the authority to provide broadband services in the unserved or underserved areas of Georgia.
- The Idaho Legislature significantly reduced counties’ liability for the emergency medical costs of the uninsured.
- A Nevada bail reform effort will mandate initial court appearances within 48 hours, which will affect rural counties that typically have one judge. The legislature decriminalized traffic offenses but civil fees will still fund court operations. Counties beat back an effort that would have cut them out of mining tax proceeds.
- Indiana counties fought for local control of siting for wind and solar projects.
- New Mexico counties are open to millions of dollars more in liability after the Legislature put a $2 million cap on damages per claim, not per violation of state constitution by law enforcement.
- Because the downturn in the oil market tanked North Dakota’s budget, counties were on their own financially in 2020.
- The drought has particularly affected central and eastern Oregon, which has affected water rights issues and trickled down to wildfire and timber management. The House and Senate have passed a bill allowing camping on public property, which will open vast areas to homeless encampments without funding to provide services.
- The South Carolina Association of Counties is pursuing a bill that would allow counties to impose both a local Capital Projects Sales Tax and Transportation Infrastructure Tax. Current law requires a county to implement only one of these taxes. Having the ability to implement both simultaneously would allow counties, with the approval of their taxpayers, to respond to the growth needs of the county without the approval or oversight of the state.
- The pandemic’s budgetary impact prompted the Washington Legislature to pass a bill allowing certain existing revenues to be used for broader expenses than they had previously been allowed, generally through 2023. The legislature failed to provide additional funding for trial court public defense services, despite a substantial growth in state revenues.
- Wisconsin created a regional network of community behavioral health facilities.
- Various states have given elected officials more input into public health orders. Read more about public health orders on page 10.
The weekend of June 19 is, for many, a weekend known for parades and barbecues. The 19th of June, known as Juneteenth, marks the anniversary of slavery’s abolition in the United States. However, the celebratory sentiment this year is spiked with tinges of anxiety over the current struggle surrounding voting rights and heightened racial tension across the country. Nevertheless, jurisdictions at various levels have aimed efforts at recognizing Juneteenth as a significant historical event, deserving of commemoration.

In the past year, county petitions to recognize Juneteenth as a holiday have cropped up across the country. One notable example comes from Cook County, Ill., where the Cook County Board of Commissioners voted unanimously to adopt Juneteenth as a county holiday. The proposal designates the day for community education in partnership with organizations celebrating the contributions of Black Americans. The commemoration of Juneteenth has faced challenges elsewhere on the local front; however, there has been recent success at the national level. On June 17, President Biden signed the Juneteenth bill, creating the first new federal holiday in decades.

Juneteenth or Freedom Day celebrates the end of chattel slavery in the United States, specifically commemorating the announcement of General Order Number 3 by Union Army General Gordon Granger proclaiming freedom from slavery in Galveston, Texas. Over the years, the date was shortened into one word: Juneteenth. However, slavery did not meet its demise with one order; it took a series of events to end the original incarnation of the institution. Although Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation outlawed the practice at the start of 1863, it only freed slaves in states that were in active rebellion against the Union. Slavery remained legal and was practiced in Union border states, such as Delaware and Kentucky until the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865.

The abolition of slavery caused significant strife and tension between former plantation owners and the newly emancipated men, women and children. To support the transition, the U.S. military took action to sustain the freedom of four million homeless Black citizens by providing food and shelter, as well as armed protection from vengeful former slaveholders. However, when federal troops abandoned the South by order of President Rutherford Hayes in 1877, most if not all Southern states passed laws known as Black Codes that, among other things, banned Black Americans from serving in public office and voting in elections. For some, present-day bills proposing changes in voter ID laws and redistricting are oddly reminiscent of the Black Codes of generations past. This year, 48 states have proposed 389 laws that tighten restrictions on early and absentee voting, many of which stand to impact the voting ability of communities of color across the country. As jurisdictions strive to honor the legacy of Juneteenth, let us also recognize suffrage as a cornerstone of emancipation and liberation for all.

For more information on Juneteenth and the importance of maintaining the right to vote for all, visit juneteenth.com and whenweallvote.org.
Changing 50 years of criminal records proves less than simple

by Charlie Ban

A Washington State Supreme Court decision on drug possession is forcing county court systems to examine 50 years’ worth of criminal records, an effort that could cost hundreds of millions of dollars.

In State v. Blake, the court invalidated the state’s simple drug possession statute — felony or misdemeanor — as a violation of due process and voided all convictions for anyone charged with possessing a small amount of any drug without intent to deliver. Counties run the trial courts in Washington, and will be responsible for paying significant financial obligations, vacating sentences, and resentencing cases. The decision is retroactive to 1971.

“Anyone who had a prior conviction rightfully is trying to get that off their record. I would too,” said Franklin County Prosecuting Attorney Shawn Sant. “It’s not an easy fix. We’re just doing the best we can, but we have no estimate for how long this will be; we’re trying to do it all as quickly as possible.”

But Sant said simple possession is rarely the only charge facing defendants. The Washington State Department of Corrections estimated at the time of the ruling in February that fewer than 100 people statewide were incarcerated only on a simple possession conviction, but fewer than 2,600 people statewide are incarcerated on a simple possession conviction plus an additional conviction. And it’s a time-sensitive issue, too.

“Counties are trying to make sure they’re not holding anyone when they otherwise might be entitled to release under resentencing,” Sant said. “I was in the middle of finalizing an officer-involved shooting case that had taken some time. I am just now finishing that up because these other cases, a person who was killed by officers, there’s no pending person in custody. We had the constitutional interest of people who were in custody for drug offenses, that shifted all of a sudden, so we had to really focus and start working with our office to make sure we’re doing all we could to get those cases navigated.”

Eric Johnson, executive director of the Washington State Association of Counties, said the financial costs could be daunting, let alone the staffing necessary to comply.

“The potential is for hundreds of millions of dollars in legal financial obligations that have been paid over the last 50 years to the court system, much of which went to restitutions, treatment services or to the state, and a portion went to county general funds,” he said. “We received $86 million from the Legislature, which is a good starting point for the next year or two, but there’s a lot that remains to be seen on how much this will cost in total.”

The timing — courts are only starting to get back to pre-pandemic capacity — is also problematic.

“Jury trials are already backlogged because of the pandemic, so a choke point in the court system got that much more difficult to deal with,” Johnson said.

Sant has already seen those complications arise.

“During COVID, we transitioned to a paperless environment because people were working out of the office and file access was an issue,” he said. “Most of these cases are going back in time prior to when we did that, so most of the cases are in paper files. So those are being pulled and provided to the assigned deputy who handled the case originally so they can look at it, figure if there’s a reason to pursue another charge that might have been dismissed at the time of the plea in exchange of them pleading to a drug case.”

For some counties, a guilty plea to simple possession was the cleanest path to sentencing.

“Sometimes these cases involve witnesses who aren’t very cooperative or forthcoming, so rather than trying to force a trial on a potentially more serious case, we go for a possession plea,” Sant said. “So now a county asks, ‘Do we choose to charge that offender with the other crime now?’”

In Franklin County, the information technology department set up a website for people to request a review of their records, in hopes of cutting some of the administrative burden on prosecutors’ and clerks’ offices, which will remain heavy. Reviewing old cases takes essentially the same time and energy as screening a new case, but factors like timing and how many counties are involved also come into play. If the individual was sentenced in a second county based on a first county’s drug conviction, now they have a conviction in another county that is going to have to be remodeled and they will have to wait until the first case is dismissed.

“This is like getting a new screening case, because support staff will have to pull all the records associated with a conviction, see if they’ve done time or did they get credit for some other case,” Sant said.

“Things could get really complicated if a person was in jail for a drug crime, but they were also prosecuted in a different county for something else.

“Rarely do we have just a drug charge.”

So far, Franklin County has received requests to review cases going back to the early 1990s, though Sant has prioritized the most recent cases.

“The last five years are probably more critical because these might be people’s only felony on their record. Frankly, in fairness to them, we want to prioritize that and clear it off their record if that’s the only thing holding them back from jobs, housing, things like that. It could have a more adverse effect.

“If it’s something that’s 20 years old, I’m sure that person had probably moved on, they’ve probably even vacated that conviction if they have no other criminal history.”

If you would like your county’s seal featured in “Behind the Seal,” contact Rachel Looker at rlooker@naco.org.
The State and Local Coronavirus Fiscal Recovery Funds legislation, part of the American Rescue Plan Act, provides $65.1 billion in direct, flexible aid to every county in America. **NACo is here to help.**

Ask your questions and share your story on how your county is investing these funds at NACo.org/coronavirus.

---

**COVID-19 RECOVERY CLEARINGHOUSE**

The State and Local Coronavirus Fiscal Recovery Funds legislation, part of the American Rescue Plan Act, provides $65.1 billion in direct, flexible aid to every county in America. **NACo is here to help.**

Ask your questions and share your story on how your county is investing these funds at NACo.org/coronavirus.

---

**GET TO KNOW...**

**Tom Green County, Texas**

Located on the Edwards Plateau in central Texas, Tom Green County was established in 1874 and named after Thomas Green, a soldier and lawyer who took part in the Texas Revolution and served as a Confederate brigadier general. The county currently has a population of 119,000 residents.

Tom Green County has a unique shape, with a narrow strip of land on its western border often referred to as the “panhandle.” A Texas state law requires all counties have a contiguous land route to the county seat. The strip of land connected neighboring Reagan County, which used to be part of Tom Green County, to the eastern portion of the county. In 1903, residents living in the west side of the county voted to form their own county, leaving the connecting strip as part of Tom Green County.

The county seat of San Angelo is the birthplace of at least eight Major League Baseball players and is home to one of the first Hilton hotels.

“Get to Know” features new NACo member counties.

---

**2021 ASPIRE AWARD:**

“Strive for Five” Plan Sponsor Efficiencies

For more details on the 2021 Aspire Awards, please log onto www.naco.org/aspire.

If you have any questions, please contact Carlos Greene at 770.881.0100 or cgreene@naco.org
BRIGHT IDEAS | SUMMIT COUNTY, Colo.

Tax Initiative Fuels Early Education Program

PROBLEM:
A high percentage of working families create a significant need for affordable and accessible quality childcare.

SOLUTION:
Provide monthly tuition credits for eligible families to ensure all children can attend preschool and are prepared to enter kindergarten.

by Rachel Looker
staff writer

In a rural, ski resort community in central Colorado, the high cost of living mixed with low-paying jobs in the retail, restaurant, lodging and tourism sectors has highlighted the need for affordable childcare.

Around 72 percent of all parents with children under the age of 5 work outside their home in Summit County, Colo. Commissioners conducted surveys that found a top concern for county residents centered on the need for affordable and quality childcare.

Summit County Commissioner Elisabeth Lawrence said the county has a long history of supporting early childhood education.

The town of Breckenridge launched a tuition assistance program in 2007 with the goal of keeping working families in the community. The program proved to be successful and Summit County also wanted to provide universal pre-k for all 4-year-old children in the county.

The Summit County Pre-Kindergarten (SPK) Program launched as part of the county’s Strong Future Initiative, which included a local property tax approved by voters in 2018.

The SPK Program provides the local workforce access to affordable preschool and childcare and ensures that all children are ready to enter kindergarten through participating preschool and childcare programs throughout the county. Childcare programs include preschool programs operated by the school district, community-based childcare centers and family childcare providers.

“I hear from families all the time who say ‘This has made the difference for us that we know that our child can go to preschool and that we can go to work and we’re not having to choose between one or the other,” Lawrence said.

The program serves 150 children and families who live and work in Summit County with many working in the retail, restaurant, lodging or skiing industries.

“We want to have local community members living, working, playing and raising families all in the same place and not having just a workforce of commuters,” Lawrence said.

In its first year, more than 90 percent of the estimated eligible population of 4-year-old children participated in the SPK program.

“This was really important from an equity side to make sure that it wasn’t just wealthy, white children who could go to preschool, but that all kids in our community, even those who come from very low-income, working families especially representing many of our English language learners, were able to attend preschool as well,” Lawrence said.

The program launched in January 2019 through a collaborative effort with several non-profits and the Summit School District.

Early Childhood Options, a non-profit organization that serves as a childcare resource and referral agency and a hub for early childhood services, provides program management for the SPK program.

Early Childhood Options Program Director Catherine Schaaf said the main goal of the program is to ensure all children are ready to enter kindergarten and that families have access to preschool in their last year of childcare.

The program provides monthly tuition credits to families who meet certain criteria with credits administered on a sliding scale based on need ranging from $47 to $1,560 per month.

“The average tuition credit is 80 percent of their tuition is paid for and families see a savings of about $800 a month on that tuition,” Schaaf said.

Early Childhood Options Executive Director Lucinda Burns said the program levels the playing field for children entering kindergarten and ensures everyone has access to a quality preschool experience.

“We always really understood how important childcare is to keep our local economy going,” Burns said.

She said the program is geared toward enrolling children in already-existing childcare programs.

“It’s really integrated across the whole county so that we give families as much choice as possible but ensure a consistent level of quality across the board,” she said.

In addition to helping families, the program has helped childcare centers remain stable through the COVID-19 pandemic. Even when children were not in preschool because of the pandemic, the county continued to pay the SPK funding because it was already collected as part of property tax collections for the year.

“That is what has made sure that those centers were able to survive through COVID,” Lawrence said.

She added that all counties have a role in early childhood education.

“I really believe that counties have a role because if having working families in your county is important, then that’s where counties can step in with this,” she said.

Summit County’s Pre-Kindergarten Program is the recipient of a Best in Category 2021 NACo Achievement Award in the Children and Youth category.
The county seat of Travis County is named for Stephen F. Austin, known as the “father of Texas.”

The capital of Texas is Austin, with the county seat being Travis County. The county was established in 1840 and is named in honor of William Barret Travis, commander of the Republic of Texas forces at the Battle of the Alamo.

The hardest thing I’ve ever done: Two-year service mission out of a well and sleeping with mosquito nets.

I’d invite to dinner: Jeff Bridges, Thomas Jefferson (dead) I’d invite to dinner: Bill Murray.

My favorite movie is: Count of Monte Cristo. My favorite music is: U2 and Chris LeDoux.

My favorite meal is: Steak and potatoes. My favorite food is: Mexican.

My favorite city is: New York City.

I like being a commissioner. My most proud of: Swathing hay, as long as everything is going smoothly. If not, then that is also the most stressful thing to do."
**CALIFORNIA**

- Supervisors in SAN DIEGO COUNTY voted to create an Office of Immigrant and Refugee Affairs. The first-of-its kind county office will serve as a hub to connect immigrants and refugees to essential and legal resources. Staff at the office will partner with the Public Defender’s Office of Assigned Counsel for referrals for detained immigrants facing deportation, the Times of San Diego reported.

- Local law enforcement agencies in SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY partnered with the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives to launch a program that recruits women and minorities to careers in law enforcement. The Law Enforcement Applicant Development (L.E.A.D.) program will include outreach efforts at community-based organizations to refer applicants to the program, KXTV-TV reported. Participants will be assigned a mentor who will assist during the hiring process.

**INDIANA**

HAMPTON COUNTY is partnering with the Hampton County Community Foundation and Aspire Indiana Health to create a Community Action Plan to increase accessibility and affordability of behavioral health services. A behavioral needs assessment will be conducted to assess community needs, resources and gaps. The assessment will involve state and local public health agencies, health systems and law enforcement partners to identify priority populations and health issues throughout the county, You are Current reported.

**IOWA**

POLK COUNTY is offering residents who are fully vaccinated the chance to win up to $50,000. County officials will hold a lottery that will run during the Iowa State Fair. Those eligible have the chance to win a weekly prize of $1,000 and a prize of $50,000 every other week. Those vaccinated under the age of 18 can enter to win a $5,000 scholarship also drawn every other week. The county is using federal pandemic response money for the winnings, The Hawk Eye reported.

**FLORIDA**

- Commissioners in LEE COUNTY approved a plan to permanently use electronic tolling. The county eliminated cash transactions in March 2020 when the pandemic started, instead using transponders or a pay-by-plate system for drivers without transponders. The plan returns to the same tollway fee structure used before the pandemic which includes an administrative fee for drivers without transponders. Lee County Commissioner Brian Hammon told WINK News that individuals working in the toll booths were able to find other jobs within the county.

**MINNESOTA**

The public health team in NICOLLET COUNTY hosted mobile vaccine events to provide easy access to the vaccine for all residents. The public health department held vaccinations at fire halls, churches, local restaurants and outdoor festivals in an effort to reach all county residents who want the vaccine while targeting rural and underserved areas. A community health worker joined the public health staff to identify target groups and build relationships with underserved communities.

**MICHIGAN**

- Commissioners in WASHTENAW COUNTY approved a budget amendment allocating annual revenue from marijuana taxes to racial equity-based programs and initiatives. Revenue from marijuana taxes generates more than $200,000 yearly, All About Ann Arbor reported. “We see it as fitting that these funds should be used to expand the work outlined in the county’s racial equity policy and to further our work addressing the injustices and divestment that communities of color in our county continue to face,” Commissioner Justin Hodge said.

**MARYLAND**

A new interactive dashboard in BALTIMORE COUNTY is providing insight into police traffic stops. The Traffic Stop Data Dashboard includes traffic stop data from 2017. The data contains the number of traffic stops by race, reason for the stops and outcomes of each stop. Developed by the county, the dashboard aims to examine policing practices and make recommendations on training, equitable practices, supervision and transparency, CBS Baltimore reported.
**From NEWS FROM page 18**

- A pilot program in WAYNE COUNTY is looking to keep families together by providing some parents with free legal services. Qualifying parents needing assistance for housing, facing immigration issues, have guardian concerns or face substance abuse challenges can receive free legal services if their children are at high risk of being removed from a home. The program aims to keep children with their parents in instances where a legal matter can be resolved and prevent the removal of a child.

**NEBRASKA**

With half of the $30 million judgment against it paid, GAGE COUNTY will get help from the state compensating six people wrongly convicted of a 1985 rape and murder after confessions by five were obtained through coercion. Gov. Pete Ricketts (R) has signed a bill providing $4 million in state funding to the county. The county did not have the appropriate insurance to cover the judgment and has been paying the judgment with a combination of property tax revenue, sales tax revenue and smaller insurance settlements.

**NEVADA**

With July 4 approaching, CLARK COUNTY is encouraging residents to register illegal fireworks complaints using a website, rather than calling 9-1-1. Website reports won’t prompt police dispatch, but they will help document areas to inform future patrols.

**NEW YORK**

- With COVID-19 caseloads falling in ERIE COUNTY, football fans and concert goers will no longer be required to be vaccinated, as had been the policy since April 2021.

**PENNSYLVANIA**

The DELAWARE COUNTY Council is shooting to acquire a 213-acre parcel that would become the largest county-owned park. The former school site was rejected by a township’s Board of Commissioners twice in recent months. It is one of the last large tracts of open space in the densely populated eastern part of the county. Approximately 14,000 residents live within one mile of the property and an estimated 53,000 residents live within a two-mile radius.

**VIRGINIA**

- Early Virginia settlers counted tobacco as a cash crop, and now ALBEMARLE COUNTY plans to do the same. Following the General Assembly’s passage of legislation that allows counties to impose a tax on cigarettes, Albemarle County officials are aiming for a 40-cent tax beginning in January 2022, the Crozet Gazette reported.

- In hopes of clearing a case backlog, drivers with moving violations in SUFFOLK COUNTY can enter their guilty pleas and pay any fines online. The Traffic and Parking Violations Agency program also allows motorists to fight their tickets by having a prosecutor review their case using the website. A court appearance is scheduled if the motorist rejects a virtual plea bargain, WHSU News reported.

**WASHINGTON**

KING COUNTY voters may have a choice to use “ranked-choice voting” for county elected offices. Similar systems are in place in Maine and Alaska. If the ordinance passes the Council, voters would get the final say in the November election and if approved, the change would take effect on Jan. 1, 2022.

**WISCONSIN**

In the midst of a blood shortage, in addition to a bag of gifts from sponsors, donors will receive free parking and admission to the MILWAUKEE COUNTY Zoo.

News from Across the Nation is compiled by Charlie Ban and Rachel Looker. Have news to share? Contact cban@naco.org and rlooker@naco.org.
The pandemic has transformed the flow of federal funding for county and municipal grants from the strength of a garden hose to the force of a fire hydrant practically overnight. It’s overall a good news scenario: trillions of dollars in aid are available and more may be coming.

It may seem like too much of a good thing for county grants managers to contend with.

Alan Tiano, GPC, CGMS, Grants Administrator in Broward County, FL offered the following tips for making sense of it all:

1. Keep close contact with the county’s Office of Intergovernmental Affairs if there is one. Otherwise, coordinate with Federal government relations professionals who may have an inside scoop about what funds may be ready for release.
2. Meet with all county departments to review possible projects and coordinate the applications, avoiding duplication of effort.
3. Keep in touch with the senior policy advisors at the agencies that currently fund your projects.
4. Use your professional networks and associations for ongoing information.

In addition, the National Grants Management Association (NGMA) is ready to help, with training, webinars, and ongoing education. NGMA President Eric Russell, CIA, CGAP, CGMS, MPA and Vice President Scott Sheffler, JD, LLM shared key advice on how to maximize the funding.

“I would say there are three things to be mindful of,” Sheffler said. “The first is that there are so many new funding streams that you really have to track your funds by source and application, which is sort of the cardinal rule of all grants management. Every funding stream, you really have to manage separately or be prepared to manage separately.”

“The second thing is that we live in a world right now of Federal law by website guidance. It’s therefore critical to familiarize yourself with it, but also keep printed copies because it’s changing and you can’t go back to the old stuff unless you print out a copy and it’s in your file.”

“And third, I would say don’t assume everything’s a grant; evaluate the basic contours of the program, meaning questions as basic as ‘do the cost principles apply?’, ‘do the administrative requirements apply?’ and ‘what is my scope of project on this funding stream?’”

“The other item that I would highlight and that’s really big is the training side and understanding the specifics of the dollars and the programs,” Russell said. “Where do you go to get that training? I think it’s a combination of NGMA and similar organizations. There are continuing education opportunities through law firms, accounting firms, as well as any technical assistance or training that the Federal government provides. But organizations like NGMA are going to be the best source of ongoing training and education.”